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Hasekura 

"Elegant Japanese Restaurant"

Considered to be one of the best and most elegant Japanese restaurants

in Rome, offering authentic cuisine from the land of the rising sun. There

are eight fairly inexpensive lunchtime menus from which you can try the

excellent Tempura, mixed fried fish and vegetables, or the equally good

Sashimi, sliced raw fish served with white rice. The Sushi is more

expensive; here, it is served using raw turbot, salmon, black sea bass,

ricciola and crayfish. In the evening, the menus are more varied and offer

dishes such as La soba, spaghetti in broth, and Sukiyaki, beef and

vegetables in broth with soya sauce. The chef, signor Kimiji Ito, prepares

certain inspired dishes such as Karei no usuzukuri, raw turbot carpaccio

served with his own secret sauce.

 +39 06 48 3648  www.hasekura.it/  info@hasekura.it  Via dei Serpenti 27, Rome
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Doozo 

"A Sushi Doze!"

If you want your sushi experience to be a fine and memorable one, Doozo

will sure live up to your expectations. The warm relaxed ambiance that

offers outdoor seating as well, has a pleasant atmosphere. Teishoku is

one of the lunch specials on the menu, while the dinner items consist of

the authentic sushi, soba, sushi rolls, sashmi, udon and much more. The

variety of teas offered here cannot be missed! The venue also features an

art books gallery where you could spend some of your afternoon time at.

For more detailed information, check out the website or call ahead.

 +39 06 481 5655  info@doozo.it  Via Palermo 51-53, Rome
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Hamasei 

"Retro Japanese Treat"

This Japanese restaurant has been open since 1974 and is still one of the

most elegant Asian restaurants in town. The guarantee of high standard

cuisine comes from the fact that the clientèle is made up of mostly

Japanese tourists. You can try such dishes as Tempura, fried fish and

vegetables, Sukiyaki (beef cooked in oil and seasoned with soya sauce),

authentic raw fish dishes, such as Sushi (raw fish with rice and

horseradish) and Sashimi (raw fillet of fish). Teppan-yaki is a great dish to

try: it is an assortment of meat, fish and vegetables cooked on a hot plate

next to your table.

 +39 06 679 2134  www.roma-hamasei.com/  info@roma-hamasei.com  Via della Mercede 35/36,

Rome
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Taki 

"Zen Paintings & Sushis!"

A place with some of the best Asian delicacies, Taki is a must visit! The

traditional ambiance is decorated with Zen paintings and the food is

served in round ceramic bowls authentic style. The sushis prepared here

are one of its kind. Some of the creative and unique delicacies offered

here are sashmi, nigiri, sushi rolls, tempura prepared with the ingredients

of your choice, and to top it all sake to accompany your meals. The service

is warm and most of the staff can speak English too. For more information

on private dining and other details, call ahead.

 +39 06 320 1750  taki.it/  prenotazioni@taki.it  Via Marianna Dionigi 56,

Rome
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Somo 

"Japanese Fusion Specialty"

Specializing in Japanese fusion cuisine, Somo offers its diners delights

from the East. The signture menu comprises sushi and sashimi, alongwith

rice and noodles. Cocktails, sake and beer can be savored from the bar.

the restaurant is sleek in appearance and decorated in keeping with a

modern and glamorous feel. Try the California Caviar Roll, Futomaki, Sea

Bass Sashimi and Roasted Eel Sushi. The venue offers space for hosting

events. Take-away and delivery options are also provided. Popular for its

enticing menu, Somo is a restaurant that you do not want to miss!

 +39 06 588 2060  www.somorestaurant.com

/

 info@somo.asia  Via Goffredo Mameli 5,

Rome
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Zen Sushi 

"Sushi & Asian Delights"

For a Japanese food lover, Zen Sushi is a must visit restaurant! The

wooden seating, dim ambiance and traditional decor is comfortable and

relaxing for a great time. The authentic Asian cuisine consists of

irresistible sushi, sushi rolls, seafood items like shrimp, black caviar, tuna

and lots more on the list. Sake would be the ideal drink to complement the

rich Japanese delicacies. Whether you come here with a group or with a

special someone, this place will sure make memories to cherish. Call

ahead for more information or reservations.

 +39 06 321 3420  zen-ro@zenworld.it  Via degli Scipioni 243-243A, Rome
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Sushisen 

"For An Unique Sushi Experience!"

If you want to try some of the best sushi in the neighborhood of Testaccio,

Sushisen is a definite must visit! The dim lit ambiance and the warm

friendly staff will truly make it an unforgettable experience. The unique

and creative sushi preparations are a real surprise in presentation and

taste. Maguro kazu, maguro zanghi, salmon tarutaru chirasi, sakana mix

norizuan are some of the delicacies on the menu. One thing you cannot

miss here for a perfect end to your meals are their desserts. This place

may end up becoming your favorite if its your first visit! Check out website

for more information.

 +39 06 575 6945  www.sushisen.it/  Via Giuseppe Giulietti 21A, Rome
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Miyabi 

"Asian Specials!"

This small and cozy place is much appreciated in the neighborhood.

Miyabi produces a quiet and soft ambiance that is ideal, whether you want

to spend it with a group of close friends or a special someone. Some of

the classic dishes that you may want to try are the sashmi, tempura

prepared with the ingredients of your choice, nigiri, amazing sushi rolls,

uramaki and lots more on the list. reservations are highly recommended.

Call ahead for more information and details.

 +39 06 3972 4419  info@miyabiroma.com  Via Ostia 22, Rome
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